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Highlights 
 
The Library’s home page welcomed over 420,000 visitors in FY08, an increase of 35% 
from FY07. 
 
 
The MCG community consulted more than 400,000 full text journal articles and logged 
more than 18,000 e-book uses in FY08. 
 
 
Use of the Library’s electronic databases increased by 20% from FY07. 
 
 
The MCG community consulted point-of-care resources more than 36,000 times in FY08, 
an increase of 60% from FY07. 
 
 
Responsible Literature Searching, a modular tutorial that introduces tools and techniques 
for successful information retrieval, garnered more than 1,300 uses in its first 5 months. 
 
 
More than 100 new electronic books and almost 800 print texts were added to the 
collection, including a Core Collection of 500 health sciences books in a new comfortable 
reading area on the first floor. 
 
 
The Library created 11 new online tutorials to guide use of electronic resources. 
 
 
An experienced electronic resources librarian was recruited to manage and strengthen 
accessibility and integration of online library resources.  
 
 
Georgia Health - Go Local was launched to link Georgia citizens to hospitals, physicians, 
clinics, support groups, health departments, home health care and other programs and 
services throughout the state. 
 
 
An inviting Library coffee bar opened to offer relaxed connectivity space and a variety of 
premium drinks and café items. 
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SECTION 1:  Executive Summary 
 
Personnel 
Following ten years of service as Professor and Director of Libraries, Tamera P. Lee 
announced family plans to move to Louisiana in the fall of 2008. Library outcomes that 
advanced within Lee’s decade of leadership included:  recruitment and development of a 
diverse and talented faculty and staff, creation of a strategic plan and values statement 
aligned with institutional goals and priorities, transition from a traditional print to a 
predominantly electronic resource environment, evolution of a Virtual Library and 
enhancement of the library as place, diversification and expansion of funding and public 
relations, and building upon a culture of assessment and service delivery standards. 
 
The Library recruited Mary Ann Jones from Mississippi State University as Electronic 
Resources Librarian, to begin July 15, 2008. A national search was launched for a 
Metadata Librarian. 
 
Library faculty and staff participated in more than a dozen conferences, attended 
numerous workshops and training activities, and completed Webinars and other online 
instruction and knowledge building endeavors. Faculty and staff served on campus 
committees and participated in national, regional and state associations, including several 
who contributed as officers and editors of national and regional organizations. 
 
Collections and Resources 
In response to student and faculty feedback, the Library’s book collections were updated 
and access to them was enhanced. The project entailed assessment and development of 
electronic books, standard texts and ready reference. New electronic texts were added to 
Books@Ovid, increasing the number of titles available in that collection to 75 titles. New 
areas were represented by added texts for medicine, nursing, allied health, epidemiology, 
laboratory medicine, medial review and plastic surgery. A collection of 24 e-books was 
purchased and made available from Rittenhouse R2 Digital Library. The collection of 
STAT!Ref electronic books was expanded to 80 titles. The total number of e-books 
available to the MCG community nearly doubled to almost 200 titles.  
 
For Library on-site use, approximately 300 new editions of standard texts and 
recommended resources were selected to create a Core Collection of approximately 500 
authoritative titles. In weeding the Reference collection, approximately 70 titles 
frequently used by LInC staff were relocated to a Ready Reference collection for easy 
access and the remainder shifted into Historical Reference. 
 
Georgia Health - Go Local, which provides links to hospitals, physicians, clinics, support 
groups, health departments, home health care and other programs and services throughout 
the state, was launched. Through collaborative partnership of Georgia's academic health 
center libraries (Mercer, MCG, Morehouse, and Emory), along with numerous state 
organizations, the Georgia Health – Go Local Web site was developed to provide access 
to resources by geographic location, disease condition, health care provider, facility, and 
service. 
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The subscription to UpToDate was reinstated through split funding with the School of 
Medicine to ensure campus access. The single-station version of UpToDate was obtained 
for use by MCG students and faculty located at the clinical campus site at Phoebe Putney 
Hospital in Albany. A Library Clinical Faculty Advisory Committee was established with 
School of Medicine to provide more direct feedback on clinical point-of-care tools and 
biomedical resources. 
 
EXAM MASTER was added to assist students in preparing for USMLE, medical 
specialty board testing and health professional licensing exams. With questions from 
dentistry, basic health sciences, pharmacy, physician assistants and several medical 
specialties, this online resource allows students to take practice exams in a realistic 
environment, receive scores and feedback, and customize tests by subject area. 
 
The GETSM (Georgia, Emory, Tech, State, and MCG) consortia license was renewed 
for continued access to the Elsevier Science Direct/Freedom Collection, ensuring for 
MCG the GETSM consortia benefits of Georgia’s research universities. Licenses with 
Springer and Wiley were renewed and updated. The 590 titles in the National League of 
Nursing collection were re-cataloged and integrated into the Library’s circulating 
collection. 
 
Services 
Responsible Literature Searching, an online learning resource for the MCG community, 
was launched. The modular, self-paced program covers biomedical literature search 
principles, evidence-based health care practice, identification of appropriate biomedical 
information resources, limitations of information resources, search process for patient and 
drug safety information, and Library services available to MCG users. Library faculty 
created the Responsible Literature Searching modules based on a program developed by 
the Pittsburgh Health Sciences Library System with support from a contract granted 
through a cooperative agreement between the Association of American Medical Colleges 
(sponsored by the Association of Academic Health Sciences Libraries) and the Office of 
Research Integrity of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. 
 
The Library participated in the MCG collaboration with University of South Carolina 
School of Medicine and Medical University of South Carolina on the Southeastern 
Clinical and Translational Research Institute (SECTR). SECTR will be the catalyst for 
changing the culture of biomedical research, facilitating sharing of resources and 
expertise, and streamlining research-related processes for scalable change. The three 
university-based health centers are creating a novel model of regional translational 
research focused on a target population that is largely underserved by many systems, e.g., 
health, economic, social and school systems. The Libraries proposed a biomedical 
information portal, initiated assessment of Collexis as a research administration tool, 
identified evidence-based resources, and prepared a reference guide to evidence-based 
medicine (EBM) resources. 
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The Library produced 11 new online tutorials to guide users in effective searching and 
use of CINAHL and GIL. Flash tutorials for Ovid Medline and CINAHL, and Captivate 
tutorials for OvidSP Medline and EBSCO CINAHL were developed to assist with the 
transition to new vendor search interfaces. 
 
Library faculty collaborated on a well-received lecture for the second year Essentials of 
Clinical Medicine students. The instructional materials used for the lecture on searching 
for evidence-based medicine were placed in WebCT for students’ online access. 
 
CINAHL searching skills were evaluated in Scientific/Clinical Inquiry and Advanced 
Nursing Research courses. The online class included instructional assistance and 
guidance for students by the Library Liaisons to nursing.  
 
Library faculty taught a Public Health Informatics course in the School of Allied Health 
Sciences. The instruction covered evidence-based practice theory, Ovid Medline 
searching, and information resources specific to public health. Library faculty developed 
face-to-face instruction for the North Georgia College and State University and the 
Armstrong Atlantic State University Physical Therapy consortia faculty and students. 
Instruction covered MCG Greenblatt Library resources, Ovid Medline searches, and 
evidence-based principles. 
 
Library faculty taught the Library Resources section of the Dental Implant Maxi CE 
Course, consisting of dentists/orthodontists participating in an MCG sponsored 
Continuing Education program leading to eventual membership in the American 
Academy of Implant Dentistry. The class focused on PubMed searching and literature 
evaluation skills. 
 
Library faculty developed hands-on instruction on the use of EndNote for bibliographic 
management for Physical Therapy students. Four tutorials on EndNote were created and 
made available to students via WebCT Vista. A one-hour guest lecture on institutional 
repositories and related University System initiatives was presented and recorded on 
Tegrity software to provide online access. 
 
The transition to the new Ovid interface went smoothly due to customization requested 
by Library faculty. An online tutorial was developed for the new interface. Small group 
classes on the new interface were scheduled to provide hands-on instruction 
opportunities. A tip sheet describing major search feature changes was developed and 
shared with liaison areas. 
 
Library faculty served as co-instructors for the Student Education and Enrichment 
Program (SEEP), MCG’s initiative to help promising students gain pre-college 
experience over their summer break. Library faculty developed instructional sessions 
focusing on research organization and communication, performing a literature search, 
selecting appropriate information resources, and evaluating health information. 
Evaluations revealed that each of the 14 student participants found the Library research 
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course helpful and informative. Several attendees demonstrated their potential with 
projects showing a good understanding of EBM principles. 
 
A Library faculty member was guest lecturer for a Southern Polytechnic State University 
class on PubMed searching. The lecture was delivered online from a Library office 
desktop through Southern Poly's Wimba courseware. The course included comparison of 
Web 2.0 third-party Medline search engines and new search engine interfaces. 
 
The Library continued active participation in campus functions for knowledge sharing. 
Library faculty and staff participated in the MCG Student Open House, the annual MCG 
Technology Fair and the Employee Awareness Fair. 
 
The AHEC Librarian participated in MCG’s collaboration with A.R. Johnson Health 
Sciences and Engineering Magnet High School. She taught ten classes of 9th and 10th 
graders in the fall. Each teaching session focused on using the Internet to find reliable 
health information, and Georgia-specific Web sites about health careers. The AHEC 
Librarian also created a web page for the class on the Statewide AHEC’s Web site to 
serve as a source for future reference by the students.  
 
The Healthcare Georgia Foundation awarded over $300,000 to the Statewide AHEC 
Network to provide distance education through videoconferencing technology. The 
AHEC Librarian serves as the director for weekly Program Office videoconferences. The 
meetings focus on specific topics of interest linked to improving health care access and 
increasing the number of health care providers in underserved, rural areas. 
 
The Library continued to provide Loansome Doc service to individual health 
professionals located within the Central Savannah River Area (CSRA) and the state of 
Georgia. Registration for this service increased by 12 new users. 
  
Technology 
The transition of the Virtual Library from dedicated Library servers into the centralized 
computing infrastructure of ITSS continued to pose challenges. The instability of the 
ITSS network environment, and the additional security layers through which the Library 
now serves its clientele, contributed to persistent and frequent interruptions in access to 
online resources.  As a result, the Library was unable to approach its service standard of 
24/7 access. 
 
The centralized ITSS computing environment also hampered progress in deployment of 
desirable technologies commonly used in other health sciences libraries for advancing 
quality of service. The lack of wiki and blogging capabilities, and the inadequacy of 
support for video technologies, hindered the Library’s ability to deliver innovative 
solutions to MCG constituencies. With no test server or development environment, the 
Library continued to fall behind in its effort to offer resources and services prevalent at 
peer institutions. 
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The first step transition of the Library’s Web presence from an internal computing 
environment to MCG’s ITSS server environment was completed. A second stage 
transition into the ITSS cluster remained to be accomplished. 
 
Library faculty diversified the technology employed for delivery of educational and 
informational content locally and especially for distance learners. Tegrity was adopted for 
an increasing number of recorded sessions. Captiva was used for a large number of web-
based tutorials. Wimba Live Classroom was implemented for distance learning. 
 
The outdated Clarinet workstations, which required students and faculty physically to 
visit the Library to download PDA applications, were removed in favor of licensed PDA 
resources on the Library Web. The change facilitated users the flexibility to download the 
information from anywhere on campus or at remote sites. Response to the new 
availability was positive especially from distance students and faculty. 
 
Public workstations in the Library Learning Commons were affected by corrupted files 
and slow performance. The Library and ITSS collaborated to develop a new procedure 
for opening and closing the lab and better security for the machines. 
 
Access to the online collections was monitored for changes in technology and linking. 
SFX, the open url linking tool, was modified as publishers transferred journals and 
changed platforms. EBSCO A to Z continued to be used for the alphabetical 
ePublications list with particular value as a backup for SFX A-Z since it can be easily 
modified for local holdings and online books. 
 
Facilities 
In collaboration with Auxiliary Services and Mocha Mahn, Inc., a Caribbean-themed 
coffee bar was opened. Menu and hours underwent continuous quality assessment to 
ensure the best match of campus needs. 
  
The Core Collection of standard texts was centered in a renovated area of the first floor of 
the Library, with counter-height shelving, comfortable seating, new study tables, colorful 
paint and attractive accent lighting. New comfortable seating was added to the public 
service areas adjacent to the LInC desk. Old ranges of standard metal shelving were 
deconstructed and put into storage for later use. 
 
Outdated study carrels were removed from first and second floors and replaced by study 
tables. Seating in the study rooms was upgraded. Tables from this area were moved to 
increase student study areas on second floor. Additional changes to improve the comfort 
and functionality of the popular student study areas included new seating in the garden 
reading area and installation of screen guards on workstation monitors to reduce glare. 
 
The exterior of the building received a facelift with new paint to complement the color 
scheme of the nearby Cancer Center. The front wing of the Library and overhang was re-
roofed. The newly installed section directly outside second floor garden area proved 
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ineffective for drainage; thus MCG Facilities Management negotiations with outside 
contractor continued. 
 
A structural engineer certified that the second floor load capacity could accommodate 
compressed shelving. A selected proposal from a state-approved vendor would compress 
pre-1995 bound journals using a vertical layout measuring approximately 16,000 linear 
feet of new and existing shelving. This would increase the amount and flexibility of 
academic space available for the MCG community. 
 
National and Global Trends 
 
Trend: The mandate for open access to publications reporting on NIH-funded research 
intensified pressure on the publishing industry to develop business models that 
accommodate the requirements and anticipated collateral effects. 
Impact:  A certain amount of disarray in the mechanisms for transition of publications for 
public access is likely. The number and importance of open access journals will increase. 
The search for alternatives to traditional financial models of publishers in the commercial 
and association publishing domain may lead to greater variability in year-to-year pricing 
for journals, encourage more reliance on bundling by aggregators and publishers, and 
spawn increased consolidation of companies in the industry. 
 
Trend:  Electronic texts have proliferated as publishers offer more of their catalog in 
digital form. 
Impact:  As in the early days of electronic journals, the assortment of technology 
platforms and variety of digital text publishing solutions deployed by publishers have 
created a complex terrain for libraries. The pricing models and licensing programs for e-
books have not yet matured. While the viability of electronic books among the populace 
at large is uncertain, their adoption within academe is likely assured once the technical 
and licensing issues are improved. E-books represent an important means for addressing 
the needs of institutions with distributed locations and online instructional programming.  
 
Trend:  Web 2.0 technologies are being adapted to the educational context. The use of 
wikis, blogs, personalized news feeds (RSS) and mobile devices have been employed in 
academic settings for education, research and administration. 
Impact:  The shift in hardware preference from desktop to laptop and mobile devices 
encourages creative strategies for delivery of content and pedagogy.  
 
Trend:  The inflexibility, slow development, and cost of proprietary integrated library 
systems are being scrutinized as libraries search for effective solutions to collection 
management. As with the software industry in general, open source software increasingly 
is viewed as an option. 
Impact:  Open source integrated library systems are advancing to the point of 
competitiveness with proprietary turnkey systems. The customizability and local control 
advantages, combined with the increasing dispersion of implementations, suggest a 
greater role for open source systems. 
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Local Trends 
 
Trend:  The pace of expansion of MCG educational programs to sites throughout the state 
has increased and will accelerate in coming years. 
Impact:  Assuring equivalency of access to Library resources, services and instruction 
will become a challenging core responsibility for the Library. Virtually all aspects of 
Library activity will be affected, from licensing and contract negotiation for resources to 
creative development and deployment of technology for access, communication and 
instruction. 
 
Trend:  Adoption and use of clinical databases and point-of-care tools has increased. The 
use of DynaMed by the MCG community increased by 42% and UpToDate by 65%. Use 
of specialized bibliographic databases increased also. As an example, usage for CINAHL, 
the primary nursing and allied health database, increased 43% this year.  
Impact:  MCG is utilizing heavily the Library resources in support of evidence-based 
patient care and research. The Library must continue to provide access to the current 
array of authoritative and valued databases and clinical evidence tools, and add new, 
high-impact resources that can enhance clinical decision making, research effectiveness 
and educational quality at MCG. 
 
Trend:  The Responsible Literature Searching (RLS) modules launched in February 
showed substantial initial interest, placing it as the third most viewed element within the 
Library Web pages. Patrons have used many elements of the RLS modules with high 
usage found in the general search techniques, database overviews, CINAHL and Medline 
searching, and evidence-based practice, especially the PICO model for formulating 
clinical questions. 
Impact:  The RLS modular learning object has proven beneficial on campus and should 
become a valuable component in the Library’s endeavor to assure equivalency of 
instructional opportunity for faculty and students at MCG extended educational sites.  
 
Trend:  Electronic resources, including Bates’ Visual Guide to Anatomy teaching tool and 
electronic texts, continue to gain traction. Use of the STAT!Ref collection of e-texts rose 
10% and the Bates resource 45%. The expanded Books@Ovid e-book collection and the 
new Rittenhouse R2 Digital Library represented 4% of total subscribed resource usage in 
the first few months of availability.  
Impact:  Effective methods for remote access to electronic books and streaming video 
will become more critical as the clinical campus sites expand to accommodate additional 
students and adjunct faculty. The increased use of multimedia tools such as Bates 
substantiates the need for a media streaming server solution. 
 
Trend:  GIL Express, the University System of Georgia borrowing system, requests from 
the MCG community increased 27%, while GIL Express loans to other University 
System of Georgia institutions increased 35%. 
Impact:  The Library has successfully promoted the GIL Express service which supports 
the cross-disciplinary research interests of the MCG community. The increased lending 
of medical texts assists other universities in educating future health care professionals.  
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SECTION 2:  High Level Achievements 
 
School of Medicine Accreditation Process 
Library faculty participated in the Liaison Committee on Medical Education (LCME) 
accreditation process throughout the School of Medicine’s preparation and during the 
committee’s site visit. Library faculty served on the Educational Resources subcommittee 
and provided current data on Library resources and services. Several questions about 
access to Library databases and health sciences information and library as place were 
addressed in a preliminary report submitted to the on site visit team. Representatives from 
Greenblatt Library and MCG Information Technology Support & Services (ITSS) 
participated in a meeting with LCME team, responding to queries about study space, 
collaboration, access to online instruction and resources, and Library amenities for the 
students. The Chair of Education & Information Services provided a brief overview of 
learning spaces, technology enhanced classrooms, and physical collections during the 
LCME tour of the Library. 
 
Responsible Literature Searching 
Library faculty developed Responsible Literature Searching (RLS), a modular, self-paced 
educational program for evidence-based practice and knowledge management for the 
MCG community. The purpose of the learning object is to heighten awareness and 
enhance knowledge of authoritative health information resources and key principles of 
the biomedical literature search process. Each of the seven modules focuses on a specific 
topic such as evidence-based health care practice, identification of appropriate 
biomedical information resources, search process for patient and drug safety information, 
and Library services available to MCG users. The sections provide descriptions of the 
scope and limitations of individual information resources and quizzes to assess 
knowledge gained in each section. The design of the RLS modules guides the user 
through the search process of identifying resources, utilizing effective search techniques, 
incorporating evidence-based and drug safety principles refining search results, and 
linking to full text for research/clinical decision-making. The RLS project received 
national recognition; its release was highlighted at the annual meeting of the Medical 
Library Association and adopted as a model for a similar project at Mayo Clinic. 
 
Evidence-Based Practice 
Library faculty prepared a direct-link route for MCGHI health professionals to access 
evidence-based medicine resources via the patient medical record system. Created by the 
Clinical Information Librarian with input from MCGHI clinicians and guidance from the 
Library’s Web Development Committee, the solution enables health professionals to 
quickly and easily access the most valuable point-of-care resources available from the 
Library, including MicroMedex, UpToDate, DynaMed, PubMed Clinical Queries, the 
Cochrane database, ACP Pier, and others.  
 
Georgia Health – Go Local 
Georgia residents now have a free, fast, and easy way to find health services close to 
where they live. Georgia Health – Go Local provides links to hospitals, physicians, 
clinics, support groups, health departments, home health care and other programs and 
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services to find help for themselves and their loved ones. Georgia Health – Go Local 
Web site resources are found by a variety of access points:  geographic location, disease 
condition, health care provider, facility, or service. Links to Georgia Health - Go Local 
populate the home page and search results in the National Library of Medicine's 
consumer health site, MedlinePlus. MedlinePlus is strategically positioned in the Quick 
Links box of the Library home page. Direct links to Georgia Health - Go Local are 
available from the Library's Visitors and Patients guide and Web Links. Georgia Health - 
Go Local is produced by a collaborative partnership of Georgia's academic health center 
Libraries (Mercer, MCG, Morehouse, and Emory), along with GALILEO, Georgia Public 
Library Service, and a host of other State organizations. 
 
Medical Library Education 
Library faculty contributed to educational planning and curricular design of the Health 
Sciences Libraries specialization for the Master of Library and Information Science 
program at Valdosta State University. The 39-credit hour program is the only graduate 
degree program in the state of Georgia currently accredited by the American Library 
Association. The program employs extensive use of innovative online instruction 
methods and technology-based learning modalities to facilitate distance education for 
students who are often employed as non-professional staff in libraries. 
 
Georgia Health Professionals 
The Healthcare Georgia Foundation awarded over $300,000 to the Statewide AHEC 
Network to provide distance education through videoconferencing technology. The 
AHEC Librarian serves as the director of the Program Office’s videoconferences; 
currently all six centers, the Program Office and staff from Healthcare Georgia 
Foundation connect through video and web technology each week. The meetings focus 
on specific topics of interest linked to improving health care access and increasing the 
number of health care providers in underserved, rural areas. The AHEC Librarian was 
invited to teach an Ovid Medline and PubMed instruction session at SOWEGA, AHEC’s 
“Pathway to Med School” program. This innovative program was awarded recognition by 
the National AHEC Organization. The AHEC Librarian was invited to return in 2008 and 
the original instructional time frame was expanded to two hours. 
 
SECTION 3:  Strategic Plan  
 
Teaching 
1.  Recruit, retain, and develop high quality library staff  
 1.1 Electronic Resources Management Librarian was recruited and a national search 
   was launched for Metadata Librarian. 
 1.2 Faculty and staff actively participated in development activities, and served on 

committees for national, regional and State associations. 
 
2.  Provide value-added education information resources 

2.1 Library faculty utilized educational software such as Tegrity, Wimba, Flash and 
Captivate to create interactive educational tutorials for health information 
databases. 
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2.2 Responsible Literature Searching modules were developed and made easily 
accessible to the MCG community of researchers.  

2.3 Clinical Information Librarian trained hospital-based clinicians and researchers 
in searching techniques for evidence-based health care information and 
provided reference services at point of need.  

2.4 Library faculty provided customized instruction in both online and face-to-face 
environments for the MCG community.  

2.5 Instructional materials were made available in WebCT and the Virtual Library 
for 24/7 access to assistance in finding health information.  

2.6 Over 400 current print textbooks were selected to a newly established Core 
Collection. 

2.7 More than 100 new electronic books were added to the Virtual Library. 
 
3. Increase and integrate a sustained program of applied health information literacy 

within all curricula 
3.1 The Library provided instruction to School of Medicine students online and in-

person on evidence-based medicine searching principles.  
3.2 School of Nursing classes incorporated evidence-based medicine searching 

principles into Library instruction; students were required to complete Medline 
and Internet assignments as a portion of the class grade. 

3.3 The Dental Research Design class included evidence-based principles and 
instruction on searching clinical problems in Ovid Medline. Students were 
assessed on their ability to search and apply evidence-based principles. 

3.4 Library faculty taught five sessions of the Public Health Informatics online 
class; a graded assessment of evidence based search skills was included. 

3.5 Library faculty provided point-of-use instruction and troubleshooting 
consultations for individuals and small groups. 

 
4.  Provide and maintain state-of-the-art facilities and technologies for meeting change 

and usage patterns in support of educational needs. 
4.1 New comfortable furniture, lighting and counter-height shelving were installed 

on the Library first floor to improve ergonomics and increase the use of the 
Library study space. 

4.2 New copiers were installed to improve photocopying services for the MCG 
community. 

4.3 Outdated study carrels were removed and replaced with study tables to provide 
more group study spaces for students.  

 
5. Improve MCG and MCGHI faculty, clinician, resident, and staff knowledge of 

information resources and information seeking skills and behaviors. 
5.1 The Clinical Information Librarian taught evidence-based medical informatics 

as a regular part of his responsibilities, including morning report and rounds for 
Pediatrics, morning report for Family Medicine, e-resource & evidence-based 
information presentations for the Departments of Family Medicine, Internal 
Medicine, and Pediatrics. 
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5.2 The Clinical Information Librarian co-taught PDA course for School of 
Medicine faculty, including Library-licensed PDA based health care 
information resources. 

5.3 The Clinical Medical Librarian served on MCGHI committees to communicate 
library services to clinicians, including the MCG Patient and Family Care 
Leadership Academy, the Patient Education Committee, and MCGHI Evidence-
Based Council.  

 
6. Provide parity of access and instruction to MCG and MCGHI remote users and 

distant learners. 
6.1 Web-based tutorials were created for access via the Library Web site or via 

WebCT classes. 
6.2 Library faculty provided instruction to distance students online and by 

scheduled onsite instruction. 
6.3 GIL Express enabled MCG patrons to request texts from any University System 

of Georgia library without charge; use of this service continued to increase. 
6.4 Communications with School of Medicine Associate Dean For Regional 

Medical Campuses facilitated access by adjunct faculty and residents based on 
clinical campuses. 

 
7.  Serve the health information needs of unaffiliated local and state healthcare 

professionals, consumers, and patients. 
7.1 Library faculty taught online health information classes at Southern Polytechnic 

State University. 
7.2 Access to four computers for the public and non-affiliated health professionals 

was available for in-house use of Library resources and GALILEO databases. 
7.3 The Outreach Librarian promoted MCG resources at community health fairs. 
7.4 Library faculty served on the GoLocal Advisory Board which facilitated the 

maintenance of the Georgia Health – Go Local page. 
 
Research 
1. Involve Library faculty in research and scholarly activities and share our expertise 

with colleagues and professional organizations and institutions. 
1.1 Faculty served as invited speakers on Outreach and Georgia Rural Health Care 

Providers Resources panels. 
1.2 Library faculty taught a class on using Captivate for online instruction at the 

Georgia Health Sciences Library Association. 
 
2. Provide effective and efficient information resources to basic science and 

clinical/applied researchers specializing in the MCG research priority areas. 
2.1 Continued to provide research support for Savannah River National Laboratory 

(SRNL), assisting SRNL researchers with access to health sciences resources. 
2.2 Collaborated with MUSC and USC to provide services for the clinical 

translational science program. 
2.3 Evaluated clinical, research and point-of-care resources for support of MCG 

programs. 
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2.4 Developed Responsible Literature Searching modules to enhance knowledge of 
available health information resources and key principles of the biomedical 
literature search process. 

2.5 Systematically evaluated texts for building the new print Core Collection and 
for inclusion in the expanding e-book collection. 

2.6 Communicated requests for journal access or instructional needs with Library 
Liaisons for MCG researchers. 

 
3.  Represent MCG research information needs by advocating for fair access to the 

electronic resources provided by publishers and vendors and engaging in new 
scholarly communication trends. 
3.1 Library faculty included information regarding PubMed Central open access to 

journal articles in instructional sessions. 
3.2 Library faculty participated in the finalization of a proof-of-concept for the 

GALILEO Knowledge Repository. 
3.3 Library faculty collaborated in drafting an Institute of Museum and Library 

Services (IMLS) proposal for funding the Georgia Knowledge Repository. 
3.4 Library faculty members educated researchers as to the cost of obtaining full 

text and the benefits of open access to grant funded research. 
3.5 A Library Web page linked researchers to open access providers.  

 
4.  Expand access to Historical Collections resources and programs for institutional and 

historical research. 
4.1    Historical Collections and Archives provided historical images and other 

resources and research services to several MCG offices, departments and 
individuals. 

4.2 Historical Collections and Archives staff provided assistance to faculty and 
researchers working on individual projects, and researchers from outside the 
MCG community seeking information for genealogical and/or scholarly 
historical research. 

4.3 Historical Collections and Archives conducted a tour and interpreted the 
collections for members of the G. Lombard Kelly family (first President of 
MCG). 

 
Service 
1. Support an infrastructure that incorporates new and emerging technologies, creating a 

user-preferred source of available information resources. 
1.1 Processing of the publications of the American Nursing Association and the 

National League for Nursing was completed, integrating the materials into the 
circulating book collection for improved accessibility. 

1.2 The Georgia Historical Records Advisory Board’s Circuit Rider Archivist 
visited Historical Collections and Archives and consulted on improving access 
to archival collections. 

1.3 Library faculty continued to update and maintain links to key health information 
resources for the Web site. 
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1.4 The Library Web Development Committee guided improvement of the Web site 
to assure optimized accessibility of key resources.  

 
2.  Provide quality access and information assistance that meets the changing needs and 

usage patterns on MCG and MCGHI users. 
2.1 Access to online instruction increased by embedding Library resource guides 

into student WebCT courses and the tutorial page on the Library’s Web site.  
2.2 Tutorials were developed using Flash to incorporate sound and accommodate 

different learning styles. 
2.3 Existing online instructional tools were adapted to programs such as Wimba to 

connect with MCG distance learners. 
2.4 The Clinical Information Librarian provided personalized reference and 

instruction assistance at the point of need to MCGHI users.  
 
3. Champion, promote and publicize Library programs, resources, and services. 
 3.1 Liaisons developed targeted email communications for specific schools and 
  other institutional areas. 
 3.2 The Library participated in the MCG Wellness Fair and MCG Technology Fair  
  by exhibiting new Library resources and presenting on Library resources and  
  information technology advances. 

3.3 Library staff developed rotating Library displays for front window cases of 
lobby. 

3.4 Library faculty participated in MCG house staff orientation, hosting an exhibit  
 table to familiarize new residents with library resources and services. 
3.5 Important changes and news were announced in the MCG Beeper, via plasma 

display in the Library, and through “In the Spotlight” feature on the Library’s 
home page. 

 
4.  Support information for healthcare planning and decision-making related to patient- 

and family-centered care. 
4.1 The Clinical Information Librarian continued to research grant opportunities for 

the MCG Center for Patient & Family Centered Care. 
4.2 Library faculty served on key MCGHI committees to improve patient care, 

including the MCGHI Patient Education Committee and the MCGHI Evidence 
Based Council. 

4.3 Library faculty provided evidence-based information and research assistance in 
clinical settings by face-to-face contact, email, and phone.  

 
5.  Champion collaboration and strengthen liaisons throughout the campus and MCGHI 

communities. 
5.1 Library faculty served on the Instructional Technology Advisory Committee for 

each School to discuss issues related to integrating technology into student 
learning. 

5.2 The Library hosted National Medical Libraries Month, which included creation 
of a map identifying Library resources and staff to the MCG community. 
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5.3 Library faculty served on multiple MCG faculty committees, creating 
opportunities for interface beyond assigned liaison areas. 

5.4 Faculty participation in campus-wide events such as the MCG Technology Fair, 
MCG Research Fair, and MCG House Staff orientation increased awareness of 
library resources and services. 

5.5 The Library sought feedback from MCG faculty regarding new databases, 
product trials and potential collection additions.  

 
6.  Develop an ongoing cycle of quantitative and qualitative needs assessments to ensure 

fulfillment of user needs and expectations. 
6.1 The Library solicited user feedback when considering new titles for major 

addition to either print or e-book collections. 
6.2 Campus-wide events such as the MCG Technology Fair and MCG Wellness 

Fair were used to gauge MCG community awareness of Library services. 
6.3 Usage patterns of subscription resources were analyzed to detect opportunities 

for trading under utilized titles for those in greater demand. 
6.4 The Library hosted demonstrations and product trials to determine interest in 

potentially useful resources. 
 
SECTION 4:  Institutional Effectiveness 
 
School of Medicine Expansion 
Library faculty participated in planning meetings for the short- and long-term needs of 
medical education and clinical expansion programs. The Library Management Council 
developed a performance metric to ensure equivalency of access to Library resources and 
services to the MCG community at remote sites. 
 
CTS/SECTR 
Library administration participated in institutional planning and contributed to outcomes 
for the Southeastern Clinical Translational Science Institute. In collaboration with peers 
at MUSC and USC, Library faculty initiated the concept of a biomedical informatics 
portal, assessment of Collexis as a research tool, and evidence-based resources that would 
benefit the regional road map. 
 
Clinical Point-of-Care Tools 
Links to clinical point-of-care tools and other key evidence-based resources were 
integrated with the EMR of the hospital system. UpToDate partnership with the School of 
Medicine was re-instated for campus use and a standalone workstation was added for 
Albany. This resource was supplemented by direct linking to evidence-based practice 
resources from the MCGHI patient records system. DynaMed continued as another 
popular clinical tool, especially with its advantage of remote access. 
 
Family and Patient Centered Care Support 
The Clinical Information Librarian conducted searches of grants and funding databases to 
identify opportunities for the MCG Center for Family and Patient Centered Care. 
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Enhanced Collections of Electronic Texts 
A systematic analysis of emerging technologies and available electronic texts enabled 
clear direction for e-book collection development in support of continuing expansion of 
MCG educational programs. 
 
Library Technology Development 
The Library’s FindIt@MCG service, which facilitates easy access to full-text journals 
from databases, complements other projects currently in progress through GALILEO, 
including Verde for enhanced electronic resources management and administration. 
 
Consortia Benefits 
Special licensing and funding through GALILEO enabled the Library to provide the 
MCG community with full-text resources beyond the Library’s current collections, 
including for example, full-text resources in nursing and allied health sciences, the 
Mental Measurements Yearbook, major U.S. newspapers and business databases. 
 
Distance Education 
Library faculty developed face-to-face instruction for the North Georgia College and 
State University and the Armstrong Atlantic State University Physical Therapy consortia 
students. Consortia students are MCG students receiving doctoral degrees from MCG but 
they attend NGC&SU and AASU and receive instruction from those respective faculty. 
Faculty and students received instruction on the MCG Greenblatt Library resources, Ovid 
Medline searches, and evidence-based principles. 
 
Public Service 
With the launch of Georgia Health – Go Local, health consumers in rural areas 
throughout Georgia have better access to information about their local health 
professionals, hospitals and clinics, and community services. 



          Appendix A 
Library Statistics FY08 

 
 
 

 FY07 FY08 % change 

COLLECTIONS     
Volumes, Print 164984 165433 0.3 
Titles, Print 42804 43327 1.2 
Added Volumes, Print 1753 1823 4.0 
Serial Titles Total (unique & in-scope) 3984 3988 0.1 
Archival linear feet total 127 127 0.0 
 
 
SERVICES 

   

Hours Open per week 98 98 0.0 
Attendance 176,337 164,063 -7.0 
Circulation  21,598 18,783 -13.0 
ILL--Borrowed 984 762 -22.6 
ILL--Loaned 5,308 5,586 5.2 
Reference Requests (total) 9,690 7,539 -22.2 
Education Contact Hours 217 223 2.8 
Education Sessions 123 115 -6.5 
Education Attendees 1,889 1,874 -0.8 
 
 
ELECTRONIC RESOURCE USE 

   

Research/Clinical Databases 112,081 133,512 19.1 
Full Text journals accesses 398,913 410,145 2.8 
    

 



Appendix B

PERSONNEL AND RESTRUCTURING ACTIONS FISCAL YEAR 2008

 POSITION TITLE  WORKING TITLE FY 07  FTE FY07  FY07 DEPT  ACTION  ACTION DATE  WORKING TITLE FY 08  FTE FY 08  FY08 DEPT  NAME

 FACULTY

 STAFF
 Med Lib Specialist 1  Med Lib Specialist 1 1.00  Edu & Inform  Appointment                 8/20/2007  Med Lib Specialist 1 1.00  Edu & Inform  Brooks
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*indicates Library Information Center rotation
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       Appendix  D 
 

FACULTY and STAFF ROSTER 
 
 

Name  Start Date Department Title 
 
Faculty 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 

Anderson       Gail 12/01/78 Content Management Associate Professor 
Ballance             Darra 03/01/06 Area Health Education Center/AHEC Instructor 
Blake           Lindsay 06/15/06 Education and Information Services Instructor 
Bradford        Kevin 02/15/05 Education and Information Services Instructor 
Canham         Sandra 2/15/07 Education and Information Services Assistant Professor 
Cutshall         Tom 1/16/07 Content Management Assistant Professor 
Davies           Kathy 06/15/01 Education and Information Services Assistant Professor  
King              David 4/1/07 Library Administration Professor and Associate 

Director 
 
Lee                 

 
Tamera 

 
09/15/98 

 
Library Administration 

Professor and Director of 
Libraries 

Shipman         Peter 11/15/00 Education and Information Services Assistant Professor 
Tschanz         Karen 05/01/06 Content Management Assistant Professor 
Yau               Christina 6/1/07 Content Management Assistant Professor 
 
Staff 

    
 
 

Brewster     Tamara 10/25/99 Content Management Medical Library Specialist 1 
Brooks       Sherri 8/20/07 Education and Information Services Medical Library Specialist 1 
Brown        Marianne 04/01/99 Library Business Services Business Manager 2 
Drapeau      Cassandra 11/21/05 Education and Information Services Medical Library Associate 
Herring       Donna 08/18/97 Library Business Services Office Specialist 
Kemp         Patricia 09/15/04 Library Business Services Administrative Assistant 2 
Meigs         Amanda 10/04/04 Content Management Medical Library Associate 
Miller         Bertina 01/24/93 Content Management Medical Library Specialist 1 
Moran       Shannon 06/17/02 Education and Information Services Medical Library Associate 
Perry          Patricia 03/27/06 Education and Information Services Medical Library Associate 
Scott          Angela 11/06/05 Education and Information Services Medical Library Associate 
Sharrock    Renee 04/26/04 Content Management Medical Library Associate 
Truitt          Margaret 03/13/78 Education and Information Services Medical Library Specialist 2 
Williams     Queenester 05/19/80 Content Management Medical Library Specialist 1 
Wilson        Diana 2/13/07 Library Business Services Office Specialist 
Workman   Lisa 01/20/86 Content Management Medical Library Specialist 2 
 



                  Appendix E 
                               
LIBRARY PERFORMANCE METRICS AND ASSESSMENTS 
2007-2008 
 
The Library Management Council developed the following performance metrics in accord with 
MCG strategic initiatives. These will support progress toward an enhanced infrastructure for the 
Medical College of Georgia and align institutional resources with its mission. Assessment was 
conducted in June 2008. 
 
Budget  
 
Need: As one of MCG’s top strategic priorities is to become a premier health sciences institution 
(upper half of respective peers), significant growth in the Library’s total recurring dollars is 
needed to be in the  corresponding percentage of medical school libraries. 
 
Current: As illustrated in the composite health sciences library published in the 29th edition 
(FY06) of the Annual Statistics of Medical School Libraries in the U.S. and Canada, MCG is 
31% below the mean. Ranking number 60 (n=119) amounts to $ 3,051,752. 
 

      
Total Recurring 
Expenditures  Variance   

              
Medical College of GA   (n=1)  $       $2,314,273    
*Composite Health Sciences Library (n=119)  $       $3,349,351 31%    
Ranking # 60 (n=1)  $       $3,051,752       24%   
      
*The Composite Health Sciences Library is constructed from the means for selected growth and 
activity counts published in the 29th Edition of the Annual Statistics of Medical School Libraries 
in the U.S. and Canada. 
               
 
Metric: Place Library in upper half of peer group (ranking #60) through an additional recurring 
allocation of $ 737,479.  
 
Assessment:  The 30th edition of the Annual Statistics of Medical School Libraries in the U.S. and 
Canada shows that both MCG and Composite Health Sciences Library expenditures increased by 
1% (MCG increase = $18,798, Composite Health Science Library increase =$26,929). 
 
Personnel 
 
Need: Faculty are needed in areas of metadata creation/cataloging, creation of digital 
collections, and management of electronic resources. 
 
Current: Faculty attrition has created knowledge, skill and service gaps in several areas. 
Two faculty positions are vacant. 
 
Metric: Actively recruit for open positions and fill with the most qualified people. 



Assessment:  National searches were initiated for two faculty positions. The Electronic Resources 
Librarian position was filled. The search for a Metadata Librarian continues.  
 
Need: Staff needs additional methods for internal communications, information sharing 
and resources. 
 
Current: Methods of information dissemination and access to resources and documents 
for internal use are limited to e-mail, conversations, and regular meetings.  
 
Metric: Create a Library intranet that includes a mechanism for sharing of information, 
techniques and resources.  
 
Assessment:  Discussions with ITSS provided a foundation for development of a Library intranet. 
 
Need:  The Library staff needs training and development programs that advance 
knowledge and practice amidst a rapidly changing environment. 
  
Current: Learning is successful when it is well shared, or creatively and practically 
applied. Opportunities for inter-institutional collaboration for education and practice are 
increasing. 
 
Metric: Support library intern programs, participate in USG’s Library Swap program and 
explore potential opportunities with professional education institutions. 
 
Assessment:  The Library supported a Library intern from UAB. The Information Services 
Librarian participated in a site visit at UGA to observe best practices for public service. The 
Associate Director collaborated with Valdosta State University for development of a health 
sciences track in its School of Library and Information Science. 
 
Services 
 
Need: The MCC community needs 24/7 access to tutorials and other educational 
materials, especially in light of the continuing development of remote clinical campus 
sites. 
 
Current: The library has developed basic tutorials and provides links to selected tutorials 
created by library vendors. 
 
Metric: Create customized tutorials and instructional materials for electronic resources to 
assist the MCG community in strengthening health information literacy skills.   
 
Assessment:  New tutorials were developed to address searching interface changes in Medline 
and CINAHL. Existing tutorials were updated for the Library catalog. A pilot tutorial for health 
information literacy was developed.                                   
 



Need:  Clinicians, researchers, and consumers require assistance in learning to utilize 
and evaluate publicly accessible health information resources effectively through 
evidence-based searching principles.  
 
Current:  Library instruction is focused on subscribed resources and the essentials of 
evidence-based practice.  Publicly available health information resources are increasingly 
important to clinicians, researchers, and consumers. 
 
Metric: Develop a variety of customized instructional sessions focused on evidence-based 
practice searching skills using publicly accessible health information resources. 
 
Assessment:  A significant learning object, Responsible Literature Searching, was completed and 
launched on the Library website. The Clinical Librarian facilitated a direct link to evidence-based 
resources for the MCGHI Electronic Patient Record system. The Clinical Librarian developed 
training sessions for PubMed databases, PDA instruction, and a web-based EBM pathfinder. The 
Outreach Librarian promoted Medline Plus and the Georgia Go Local project at community 
health fairs.  
 
Need:  Sustained marketing and promotion of library resources is necessary for dynamic 
connection with the MCG community.  
 
Current: The library markets through MCG promotional events, Beeper articles, and the 
learning commons plasma board. The library also provides an “In the Spotlight” website 
feature to highlight new information resources or services.  
 
Metric:  Initiate new methods to promote library resources, services and programs.  
 
Assessment:  The liaisons sent targeted e-mails and flyers about new resources to key 
stakeholders. Several faculty promoted Library programs as members of Instructional 
Technology Advisory Committees. 
 
Need:  The library needs to remain current in implementing new technology to improve 
patron access to health care information and enhance service delivery. 
 
Current: Patrons use a vast array of technologies to access health care information. The 
library is exploring the potential of communication tools such as blogs and/or wikis for 
sharing information with the library staff and MCG community. 
 
Metric: Employ a greater variety of technology tools to link users to health information 
and accommodate multiple learning styles.  
   
Assessment:  A pilot wiki was created to share internal information as a basis for enhancing 
services and as a learning process for building future tools to link users with health information.  
Interactive audio tutorials were introduced on the Library website as multimedia instruction.  
 
 
 



Collections   
 
Need: The Library’s book and media collection need to be strengthened to match MCG’s 
educational and clinical programs. The number of current and relevant books and media 
needs to increase, with increased access and promotion of these resources. 
 
Current:  Books are available primarily in print format. Some gaps exist in the 
collections. The perception exists that the Library should have multiple copies of 
textbooks. Electronic resources tend to be more current and serve multiple users. 
 
Metric: Evaluate and acquire e-books and media and promote their effective access and 
use. 
 
Assessment:  Benchmark lists were used to identify the best titles for both online and print books. 
Approximately 100 electronic books and over 450 recently published editions of core health 
sciences books in print were added to the Library’s collections.  
 
Need: Users need direct article-level access to online journal literature and other 
electronic resources.  
 
Current: The FindIt at MCG function of SFX is enabled for MCG subscribed resources 
and GALILEO. Multiple steps are required for access to online articles, especially within 
WebCT . 
 
Metric: Enhance access to resources via SFX and implement new ways to embed links to 
Library resources at point of use. 
 
Assessment:  Open URL linking was embedded in numerous full-text journal databases and 
methods were implemented for continued enhancement and integrity of the SFX system.  
 
Need: Users need opportunities to search across multiple database platforms using 
federated searching. 
 
Current: MetaLib is in beta-test with the University System of Georgia Research Library 
Consortium.  
 
Metric:  Implement MetaLib to improve the database search experience of MCG faculty, 
students and staff. 
 
Assessment:  Several Content Management team members participated in the USG MetaLib Pilot 
development process. 
 
Need: Video recordings of campus events, presentations, and classes contain a wealth of 
local knowledge, but are difficult to locate and access.  
 
Current: Recorded videos are scattered across the campus, and may not be maintained or 
formally archived. 



Metric: Collaborate with Visual and Instructional Design, other ITSS staff and MCG 
units to explore options and potential for a MCG video archive. 
 
Assessment: Discussion with ITSS led to a commitment for a streaming video server. 
 
Need: The LibQual+ results indicate that users seek more collection depth through 
online journal backfiles. 
 
Current: Retrospective content is provided via print collections, document delivery and a 
recently acquired LWW Legacy Archive. 
 
Metric: Support increased electronic access to retrospective content by providing at least 
one backfile online collection to fill existing gaps in online Library holdings. 
 
Assessment:  Open URL linking to the Ovid LWW Legacy Archive was established for all 
databases accepting linking to SFX. A number of back-file opportunities were explored. 
 
Facilities/Equipment 
 
Need: The Library needs continued updating and refurbishment to serve the changing 
needs of students, faculty, and staff. 
 
Current: Recent improvements include replacing conference room furniture, expanding 
seating capacity, and adding one conference room and one small study room. Library 
building improvements are made incrementally. 
 
Metric: Continue to improve the facility. Implement a coffee bar in the Vending Area.  
Other priorities include updating Library Information Center desk, addressing staff work 
space needs, replacing old study carrels, adding more computer work stations on second 
floor and facilitating improvement of HVAC system. 
 
Assessment:  A coffee bar featuring a Caribbean theme and serving premium coffees, 
lattes, cappuccinos, and a variety of pastries, salads, sandwiches, and fresh fruit was 
opened in February 2008.  On the first floor, attractive wood-tone shelving was 
purchased to house the new core text book collection.  The first floor was updated with 
colorful paint, three new comfortable seating areas and three round study tables with 
ergonomic chairs. On the second floor, outdated study carrels were replaced with popular 
reading/study tables and the number of computer workstations was increased.  An 
additional 36 new upholstered study chairs were purchased to complement the enhanced 
contemporary space. 



                  Appendix F 
 
LIBRARY PERFORMANCE METRICS 
2008-2009 
 
The Library Management Council developed the following performance metrics in accord with 
MCG strategic initiatives. These will support progress toward an enhanced infrastructure for the 
Medical College of Georgia and align institutional resources with its mission.  
 
Budget  
 
Need: As one of MCG’s top strategic priorities is to become a premier health sciences institution, 
significant growth in the Library’s total recurring dollars is needed to be in the corresponding 
percentage of medical school libraries. 
 
Current: As illustrated in the composite health sciences Library published in the 30th edition 
(FY07) of the Annual Statistics of Medical School Libraries in the U.S. and Canada, MCG is 
31% below the mean.  
 

      
Total Recurring 
Expenditures  Variance   

              
Medical College of GA   (n=1)  $       $2,333,071   
 
*Composite Health Sciences Library (n=119)  $       $3,376,280 31%    
      
*The Composite Health Sciences Library expenditure is a national mean constructed from 
selected growth and activity counts published in the 30th Edition of the Annual Statistics of 
Medical School Libraries in the U.S. and Canada. 
 
Metric: Achieve at least the national mean through an additional recurring allocation of     
$1,043,209. 
 
Personnel 
 
Need: Expertise is needed in areas of metadata creation/cataloging, historical 
collections/archives and creation of digital collections.  
 
Current: A national search is underway for a Metadata Librarian. 
 
Metric: Continue recruitment for the open position and fill it with the most qualified person. 
 
Need: Staff need additional methods for internal communications, information sharing and 
resources. 
 
Current: E-mail, face-to-face conversations, and regular meetings are the primary methods of 
information dissemination and access to resources and documents.  
 
Metric: Create a Library intranet for collaboration and sharing information and resources. 
 



 
Services 
 
Need: The MCG community based at remote clinical campus sites needs equivalent access to 
Library resources and services. 
 
Current: The number of remote locations for MCG programs is increasing rapidly. 
 
Metric: Develop a plan for establishing equivalency of access to Library services and resources to 
MCG community at remote sites.   
 
Need: Effective communication of Library resources and services requires multiple methods for 
disseminating information. 
 
Current: Information is currently disseminated via Spotlight on the Library’s Web site, the plasma 
display, and occasional Beeper notices. 
 
Metric: Launch a Library newsletter in electronic form. 
 
Need: MCG students and health professionals benefit from targeted instruction and transferable 
knowledge in evidence-based use of the literature.  
 
Current: Library based instruction focuses on subscribed resources and the foundations of 
evidence-based use of the literature.  
 
Metric:  Design a sequence of education classes that develops progressive learning of evidence-
based practice skills. 
 
Need: The MCG community requires point of need access to learning objects and tutorials. 
 
Current: The Library provides access to a variety of training tutorials and one interdisciplinary 
learning object.  
 
Metric: Create additional tutorials, learning objects and instructional materials targeted to the 
Schools. 
 
Need: As the primary point of contact, the Library website needs to be relevant and easy to use to 
assist the MCG community in finding quality health information. 
 
Current: Instructional methods, technology and user expectations are changing rapidly. The last 
major redesign of the Library Web occurred in 2005. The Library Web committee is responsible 
for ongoing maintenance and refinement.  
 
Metric: Integrate user feedback in redesign of the Library website to improve ease of navigation 
and guide users to appropriate health information resources.   
 



Collections   
 
Need: Electronic texts expand the availability of knowledge resources to on- and off-campus 
users yet are not indexed like journal literature, which limits their usability.   
 
Current: The Library added approximately 100 new e-books during FY08 to address the needs of 
on-and off-campus users. 
 
Metric: Increase the usability of e-books through enhanced access to contents. 
 
Need: Electronic access to select licensing information is needed to support decision making. 
 
Current: Licensing information is currently in paper format. Verde, an electronic resource 
management tool, enables tracking of licensing information and is available through Georgia’s 
research library consortium.  
 
Metric: Summarize essential licensing information and enter into Verde. 
 
Need: The MCG community needs easier access to Library collections. 
 
Current: The online public access catalog does not support finding and discovery for new 
generations of users. 
 
Metric: Explore the VuFind interface as a potential discovery tool and front-end to the Library 
catalog.  
 
Facilities/Equipment 
 
Need: Ongoing development and enhancement of the Virtual Library, associated systems and 
software require a robust test environment.  
 
Current:  Changes are implemented without full testing for on-campus and off-campus access. 
 
Metric: Implement a Library test server in collaboration with ITSS. 
 
Need: Evolving educational pedagogies and evaluations of campus needs indicate increased 
demand for individual and group study and collaboration space.   
 
Current: The availability of versatile learning space, especially for individuals and groups, is 
limited.  Physical collections occupy an abundance of space that could be better utilized.   
 
Metric: Expand learning space by installing compact shelving. 
 
Need: Modernization of the primary service point is required to improve functionality and quality 
of service.  
 
Current: The Library Information Center is outdated and does not fully support best practices for 
service delivery. 
 
Metric: Select and install a new contemporary Library Information Center.  
 



Need: Users need effective access to streaming video and other media resources. 
 
Current: MCG’s remote access and distance education needs are growing. Flash and streaming 
videos are becoming common-place. Licensed resources must be placed on a secure server to 
allow only MCG authorized users to have access.  
 
Metric: Collaborate with ITSS to implement a streaming video server. 
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